
The Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage clearly shows that Officer Tapp did not 

stumble and bump into Al/Student . The "body check" force used by Officer 

Tapp against Student appeared to be intentional. In addition, Officer Tapp 

transcribed that he explained to Student 's family member that the contact he 

made with Student was accidental. Once again, the Security Camera Footage 

shows Officer Tapp's actions to be deliberate. 

Discrepancies between Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage and CAPRS Report 

10-109153 supplement 2 

Officer Tapp continued to misrepresent his actual actions against Student and the 

actions of Student in CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 2, which he 

submitted on April 21, 2010 at approximately 12:18 hours. Officer Tapp transcribed that 

while escorting Student to her Dean's Office; Student continued to speak 

in a foul language, cursing at her co-combatant and was disrespectful to Roosevelt H.S. 

Staff and himself 

Based on the footage from the Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera, Student does not 

appear to be cursing at her co-combatant, who is walking at a significant distance in front 

of Student . Student does not appear to be acting in a disrespectful manner 

towards the Roosevelt H.S. Staff or Officer Tapp at the incident time in question. 
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Contradiction between CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplements 1 and 2 

In CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 2, Officer Tapp contradicts supplement 1 in 

describing the cause of his contact with Student Officer Tapp's first explanation 

for the cause of contact against Student was a "stumble." Officer Tapp transcribed 

in Supplement 1 that he "stumbled," and the stumble was the cause of his contact with 

Student 

Officer Tapp's second explanation for the cause of contact against Student was a 

"comment" made by Student Officer Tapp transcribed in supplement 2 that 

Student made a comment stating that Officer Tapp was "a coward and had no 

courage without his flicking gun." Officer Tapp transcribed that the remark offended him 

and he then approached Student and "bumped" his right hip into her left hip in 

order to prevent further offensive language. 

The Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage does not appear to support either argument 

from Officer Tapp nor does the statement of Roosevelt H.S. Hall Monitor Walter Smith, 

which will later follow. 
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It is apparent from the Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage that Officer Tapp 

continued his misrepresentation of his actual actions against Student in CAPRS 

Report 10-109153 supplement 2. Officer Tapp transcribed that after he "bumped" into 

Student he "immediately" checked to see if Student was OK as his intent 

was not to "bounce" Student off the wall. 

The Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage clearly shows that Officer Tapp did not 

immediately check to see if Student was injured or ask Student if she 

needed medical attention. The Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage clearly shows 

that Officer Tapp continued walking forward through the corridor and did not look back 

at Student displaying what appeared to be disregard for Student well 

being. 

Supervisor's Force Review Regarding CAPRS Report 10-109153 

Sergeant Donna Olson entered her original Supervisor's Force Review on April 21, 2010 

at approximately 17:39 hours. The information that Sergeant Olson submitted explained 

Sergeant Olson's actions after she first learned about the incident involving Officer Tapp, 

rather than the information required in a Supervisor's force Review, which would include 

the type of force used, information regarding the subject the force was used on and 

whether the force appeared reasonable or not. IAU Commander, LT Glampe, informed 

Sergeant Olson that the information she submitted in her Supervisor's Force Review 

would be more appropriate in a memo to the IAU Office. 
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Sergeant Donna Olson entered her updated Supervisor's Force Review on April 22, 2010 

at approximately 14:27 hours. The information that Sergeant Olson submitted contained 

the necessary information required for a Supervisor's Force Review. Sergeant Olson 

transcribed in her review that with the information provided to her by Officer Tapp over 

the phone, the force used by Officer Tapp against Student was not appropriate. 

Sergeant Donna Olson's Memo to IAU 

Following the advice of IAU Commander LT Travis Glampe, Sergeant Donna Olson 

submitted a memo to the Internal Affairs Office regarding the Roosevelt H.S. incident 

involving School Resource Officer Patrick Tapp and Roosevelt H.S. Student 

Sergeant Olson transcribed that she received at cell phone call from Officer Tapp on 

April 21, 2010 at 11:54 hours pertaining to an incident that occurred on April 20, 2010, 

regarding Officer Tapp's "hip check" against a student. 
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